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IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

FEDERAL SKILL ACADEMY - IMAPACT AT A GLANCE    

 

  

3056 Trainees Skilled and Certified. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Placement - 2510 Trainees - 82% 

 

 

 

 

 

      Family Income – 100% increase Post skilling 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Employability – 5 to 50% increase in the Salaries of the beneficiaries 1 year. 

 

 

 

      



 

 

COVID WARDEN TRAINEE PROJECT - IMAPACT AT A GLANCE    

 

 

 

Made a difference in the life of 572 Youth – Male/Female - Average monthly 

family income increased by 110% 

 

 

COVID WARDEN TRAINEES prevented spread of COVID-19 by 

implementing the COVID Protocol at Public Institutions. 

Project contributed in terms of identifying and mapping the positive cases 

and finding/adding their primary/secondary contacts - which helped the 

Department of Health take necessary corrective action as data capturing and data management 

are critical in controlling spread of the virus. 

 

 

Assistance in mapping COVID positive patients and directing them to the 

assigned Asha Workers who would be monitoring the patients in their area 

– which again contributed to controlling the spread. 

Providing proper instructions and guidance to international travellers 

arriving in Kerala on quarantine and testing norms to ensure proper implementation of  

COVID -19 protocol. 

 

 

Providing support at various vaccination camps organised by the Health 

Department and data entry process.  

COVID Vaccination and Palliative Vaccination registration support and 

record keeping. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 

SB Global conducted an Impact assessment on the skilling initiatives the Federal Skill Academy, 

a social initiative of Federal Bank under its CSR activity through the Federal Bank Hormis 

Memorial Foundation. The social initiative was launched to give wings to the youth, to 

empower them economically through employment and increase the quality of their lives as 

well as that of their families.  

This Impact Assessment Report outlines the impact of the Skill Development program under 

the Federal Bank CSR initiative in line with their operating philosophy, to make a meaningful 

contribution to the improvement of the people who are at the bottom of the social pyramid. 

The program focuses on skilling unemployed youth from economically weaker sections to 

create/enhance their livelihood.  

 

CSR @ FEDERAL BANK: 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has always been a key component of the operating 

philosophy of the Federal Bank Limited. Federal Bank Hormis Memorial Foundation, a 

charitable trust set up by the Bank in 1996, to honour the memory of its Founder Shri KP Hormis 

is the channel through which the CSR activities of the Bank are undertaken. Federal Bank has 

always maintained the highest standards of corporate governance with the cooperation and 

involvement of its employees, constituents, society, shareholders and other stakeholders; 

including the government. 

 

While India has the largest percentage of youth population in the world, it has a very high 

percentage of unskilled youth as well.  The potential of this demographic dividend needs to be 

harnessed. It was to address this issue that Federal Bank included skilling as one of the 

programs under their CSR to create a larger skilled workforce through a joyful learning 

environment and to empower the youth to enhance their employability, which in turn creates 

an economic impact and contributes to nation building and growth. making the demographic 

dividend of the country an asset. 

SKILLING: 

It is widely acknowledged that Skill development is the key to enhance employability and 

improve productivity apart from improving living standards. India has the unique demographic 

advantage with more than 60% of the population in the 18-25 years age group. But in order to 

derive dividend from such a large workforce, their employability has to be improved 

exponentially. 

 

Youth aspire for a good career pathway. Skilling makes a person confident, competent, reliable, 

productive and efficient on the job, apart from increasing their career opportunities. 

 

 

 



Skill development enhances one’s capabilities to work and their growth opportunities at work, 

apart from offering more scope for creativity and satisfaction at work. The future prosperity of 

any country depends ultimately on the number of persons in employment and how productive 

they are at work.  

FEDERAL SKILL ACADEMY: 

Federal Skill Academy was established with a view to facilitating and increasing access to 

employment opportunities for young men and women through skill training, as it is one of the 

activities under CSR Schedule VII (sections 135).  

 

The first Federal Skill Academy was set up in Kochi during the Founders Day celebration in 

2015. Oon successful achievement of the objective of the Academy, the Bank decided to 

expand the operations of the Federal Skill Academy to three more states and the number of 

trainees has grown rapidly. 

 Tamil Nadu – Coimbatore 

 Maharashtra – Kolhapur 

 Haryana – Karnal 

Federal Bank Hormis Memorial Foundation entrusted the operations of Federal Skill Academy 

to SB Global Educational Resources Pvt. Ltd. as their implementing partner.  

SB Global has built a reputation over the last sixteen years as a catalyst for positive change, 

particularly amongst women and unemployed youth, whether they are students, job seekers, 

employees or those pursuing a livelihood for the first time. 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE SKILLING PROGRAM AT FSA: 

The skilling programmes at each location were shortlisted after a detailed study of the job 

potential and in-depth interaction and understanding of the needs of various industries specific 

to each geographical location. The duration of each skilling program is 3 months. The varied 

courses have imparted skills in the sectors of Manufacturing, Service, Electronics, Plumbing, 

Welding, Health, Digital marketing, Logistics, ITES & Accounting. 

A Pre-Post study was undertaken to gauge the impact of the programmes in different locations. 

The data from the post-test reflects that out of the 3608 trainees who enrolled for the 

program, 3056 completed the skilling program and have been certified. 2510 trainees got 

placed, 181 trainees are currently undergoing the training program.  

 The placement percentage is 82.13% 

The desired result of a high placement percentage has been achieved through involving the 

trainees as a stakeholder in the process. 

 Addressing trainees’ concerns 

 Keeping them informed of the industry development and requirements. 

 Involving them extensively 

 Educating them on the work ethics at the workplace 

 

 

 

 



The trainees from FSA have shown diligence at their respective workplaces, continued to learn 

while on the job and have been rewarded with salary revision in the percentage ranging 

between 5% to 50% 

 

 CNC Machine operators and Welders got salary hikes of upto 50%  

 ITES sector had given 20 to 30% salary hike 

 Successful trainees in Automotive, Mechanical, Electronic & Accounting sectors got 

salary hikes between 5% to 10%. 

 

The impact created by the empowerment of the youth is substantial and the high potential of 

the program is clearly established by the outcome of the program. Thus, this initiative has not 

only met the CSR objectives of Federal Bank but also contributed to the skilling endeavour of 

the country and the Skill India Mission by building a skilled workforce. 

 

In short, the skilling program from FSA has created a positive impact on: 

 

 The individual – who has become skilled and economically empowered. 

 The Family- Whose standard of living has improved. 

 The society – Gets families who move out of poverty. 

 The country – Gets skilled and productive workforce.  

 

 

GROWTH OF THE FEDERAL SKILL ACADEMY: 
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ENROLLMENT GROWTH: 

FSA KOCHI: 

 

 

FSA – COIMBATORE: 
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FSA – KOLHAPUR 
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SKILLING PROGRAMS @ FSA: 

Sl. 
No 

Course Karnal Kolhapur Kochi Coimbatore 

1.  Power Press Operator & 
Machinist 

     

2.  CNC Machine Operator & 
Programmer 

       

3.  Financial Accounting with 
Tally 

       

4.  BPO Non-Voice       
5.  Gas Metal Arc Welding       

6.  Solar Electric System 
Installer & Service 
Provider 

     

7.  Automotive Technician       

8.  Electronic Service 
Technician 

     

9.  Digital Marketing      

10.  Medical Coding      

11.  Supply Chain Management      

12.  Plumbing       

13.  HVAC      

14.  E Teacher      

15.  CCTV Technician      

16.  Draughtsman Mechanical      

17.  Business Correspondence      

 
IMPACT MEASUREMENT: 

Impact Measurement should be viewed as a process whereby the greatest value is achieved 

through organisations building up and learning from the data and evidence over time. 

 

 

 



 

 

For any social development program to be sustainable, achieve its desired impact, as well as 

to identify areas for scaling up, timely and scientific assessment of its impact are paramount. 

This impact assessment has assessed the short- and medium-term impact outcomes among 

trainees since commencement of the skilling programmes of FSA. 

Intended social impact has been portrayed through the program’s logic model: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

OBJECTIVE OF THE IMPACT ASSESSMENT:  

The objective of the impact study is to evaluate and ascertain the impact of skill training 

provided to youth in 4 states, across different verticals with a view to making them employable. 

Impact Assessment Criteria 
The assessment was conducted to ascertain the following: 
 

 Has the access to training improved employment opportunities or employability? 

 Have the income of beneficiaries increased after training? 

 Socio-Psychological Impact 

 Impact of Skill Development in terms of family income Pre-& Post Skilling. 

 Analysing the satisfaction among trainees on the skilling program and accordingly 

identifying areas for improvement. 

 

 

 

INPUTS 

Funding 

Implementing 

partner 

Skilling 

Post skilling 

placement 

and support

 

  

OUTPUT 

No. of 

training 

programs 

No. Trainees 

Trained 

Attendance 

Placement & 

upgradation 

of living 

standards

  

SHORT TERM 

OUTCOMES 

No. of people 

certified 

No. of people 

placed 

Increase in 

opportunities 

to avail skill 

training  

MEDIUM 

TERM 

OUTCOMES 

Retention in 

placement 

Improvement 

in Household 

income 

Shift in 

traditional to 

tertiary 

sectors of 

employment 

LONG TERM 

OUTCOMES 

Improvement 

in Job 

Improvement 

in quality of 

life 

Up-liftment 

of socio-

economic 

status & 

Career 

Growth 

 



METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY: 

To determine the effectiveness of the skilling program a pre and post skilling assessment was 

conducted and trainees were tracked continuously to understand the impact and the change 

in socio- economic status it created. 

TOOLS FOR DATA COLLECTION: 

A well-structured pre-post counselling session helped in capturing data. Additionally,  

semi-structured interviews were held with all other stake holders like family members, trainers 

and employers. The inputs obtained were used to develop case studies. 

SAMPLING 

Sample size for pre-& post test 

Level of Assessment Sample Size 

Pre- Test 3065 
Post – Test 2510 
  

The decrease in number of participants in the post test to be attributed to: 

 The trainees yet to complete the program 

 The trainees who opted out of placement 

 The trainee drops–out 

TRAINEE PROFILE: 

MAJORITY OF THE TRAINEES WERE BETWEEN THE AGE GROUP OF 17 AND 21 YEARS 

Majority of the trainees who enrolled were in the age group of 17and 21 years.  
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EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATION OF THE TRAINEES 

Majority of the trainees were ITI/Diploma holders.  In spite of such certification, the candidates 

were unemployed. The FSA skilling programmes added value to their knowledge, skills and 

helped them to become employable. 
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FAMILY PROFILE: 

Majority of the trainees parents were either labourers or self-employed, self-employment 

comprises of running petty shops/ tailors etc.  Others – doing various jobs as per availability. 

 

 

 
 

SKILL TRAINING POTENTIAL IN UPLIFTING THE ECONOMICALLY WEAKER SECTION 

Most of the trainees’ family incomes were less than INR 2 lakh per annum which indicates that 

they belonged to the vulnerable section of society. 
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IMPACT OF SKILL DEVELOPMENT – FAMILY/HOUSEHOLD INCOME: 

The data clearly indicates a remarkable improvement in the financial stability of the families 

post skilling. Pre-skilling majority of the trainees were not having any income though majority 

of them were qualified. Post skilling, the employability factor improved, the trainees got 

employment and their earnings contributed to the upliftment of the socio-economic status of 

their families. Skill development empowered the trainees to contribute to the financial stability 

of their household. 

 

 

 

SOCIO-PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACT: 

The study observed a direct link between the skill development and increased personal 

confidence among the respondents. Many trainees felt that the skilling had enhanced their 

employability potential. The skill training, certification and placement support has provided a 

feeling of job security.  Most of the trainees became quite positive in their outlook, have 

developed confidence and self esteem and feel that they are better empowered post the 

skilling program. 
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IMAPCT STORIES

 

K
EE

R
TH

I M
 K •Thanks for giving 

me an opportunity 
to study in Federal 
Skill Academy. I 
miss those four 
months in FSA 
now. The teaching 
was good. The 
communication 
development class 
has helped me a 
lot to improve my 
confidence level. 
This course as a 
whole is a very 
good. Everyone in 
the institute were 
good and 
supportive to me. I 
have completed 
the course in 
December. Now 
I'm placed in a 
company named 
SIGNEXA 
in Bangalore. I'm 
satisfied in my job. 
I thank Lalitha 
ma’am, Mithun Sir, 
Vyshak Sir, 
Sangeetha ma’am 
and Haritha for 
supporting me. I'm 
very thankful to 
FSA for providing 
me such a good 
future

SR
EE

JI
TH

 S •I am really happy to 
send this mail to 
you. As I got placed 
in Conquer Cooling 
Solution Pvt Ltd  as 
Asst.  Technician 
and offered a salary 
of Rs 10000/- with 
accommodation.  I 
am now in 
Operational Team 
where I have to 
operate the chiller 
and taking the 
readings. It is a 
great platform 
there at FSA to 
know our strengths 
and weakness 
especially about 
soft skills. I express 
my gratitude to 
Lalitha ma’am, 
Midhun sir, 
Sangeetha miss and 
especially to Federal 
Bank, SB Global and 
FSA in this moment.

D
EL

LA
 S

IB
I •I am Della Sibi. It 

was a good 
experience for me 
to join the 
Financial 
Accounting and 
Tally Pro course 
conducted by 
Federal Bank. A 
great initiative 
under Federal 
Bank CSR Division. 
This helped me to 
get a wonderful 
job opportunity in 
a reputed 
company EXL 
Services, Info park. 
The skill training 
provided by the 
Skill academy 
helped me to 
improve my 
language skills a 
lot. During this 
pandemic 
situation I am able 
to work from 
home and I am 
satisfied with the 
job.



 

TH
A

N
G

A
PA

TH
IR

A
N

 P
 

•Thangapathiran 
completed 
Diploma. His 
father, a security 
officer in a 
private firm, 
mother a home 
maker, & sister 
was studying 
when he 
approached FSA 
for a job. He 
came to know 
about FSA from 
his friends. On 
completion of 
training we 
placed him in 
Gee Dee Weiler 
as CNC Machine 
Operator with a 
salary of 8500/-
RupeesHe got 
promoted as 
setter in the 
same company 
with a salary 
hike. Company 
made him a 
permanent staff.  
Now his take 
home salary is 
18000/- per 
month with OT 
allowances. 
Family Annual 
Income before 
Skilling 100000/-
Annual Income 
post Skilling  
316000/-

A
D

A
R

SH
 R •Adarsh 

completed his ITI 
from Govt ITI 
Attingal. His 
father was a 
normal laborer & 
mother home 
maker & had two 
younger sisters. 
He is the first 
student from 
Attingal ITI and 
still his 
references are 
coming FSA for 
skill training & 
placements. We 
placed him in 
Mahindra Pumps, 
continued there 
for 1.5 years.  
Got an 
opportunity in 
abroad& now 
working in Saudi 
with a monthly 
salary of INR 
70000/- per 
month.

•Family Annual 
Income before 
Skilling: 60000/-

•Family Annual 
Income post 
Skilling:  
900000/-

YA
M

U
N

A
 T

•Yamuna 
completed her UG 
in 2020 from 
Nirmala College of 
Arts & Science; 
she didn’t 
received 
placements from 
her college due to 
the pandemic. Her 
father was a 
supervisor in a 
manufacturing 
company on a 
monthly income 
of eighteen 
thousand rupees. 
Lockdown 
affected their 
income source. 
She was looking 
for a training to 
enhance her skills 
as she got 
rejected in many 
interviews.

•She came to know 
about FSA from 
her neighbor & 
joined Accounts 
Assistant 
Program. On 
completion of 
training we placed 
her in Metro Civil 
Technologies with 
9000Rs as salary. 
Family Annual 
Income before 
Skilling: 2,16000/-
Family Annual 
Income post 
Skilling:  
324000/-



 

 

 

P
R

A
SA

TH
 P •Prasath 

completed his UG 
from RVS College 
of Arts & Science, 
Sulur. He was 
working in 
Dynamic Techno 
Medicals as store 
assistant with a 
salary of 9000 
rupees. He lost 
job in pandemic. 
Prasath joined FSA 
for a better job 
opportunity to 
support his family. 
His father is a 
daily wager & 
siblings were 
studying. He 
joined Accounts 
assistant program 
& got placed in 
Mega rub 
Industries as 
Inventory control 
cum Accountant 
with a salary of 
14000/- Rupees 
per month.

•Family Annual 
Income before 
Skilling: 200000/-
Annual Income 
post Skilling:  
324000/-

SY
A

M
 S •My name is Syam, 

16th batch welding 
student of Federal 
Skill Academy.  I 
am happy that I 
joined and 
completed skill 
training from FSA.  
I have been placed 
in Propel Industries 
Pvt Ltd, Sulur 
Coimbatore for the 
last one year. In 
the month of June 
Company will 
confirm me as the 
permanent 
employee. Initial 
stage I earned Rs 
9600/- now 
including over time 
I earn Rs 17500/-. 
The training & 
placement offered 
by FSA really 
helped me to face 
my family & 
relatives with 
confidence. I am 
really thankful to 
Federal bank for 
giving this 
wonderful 
opportunity.

N
EE

TH
U

M
O

L 
G

EO
R

G
E •I am Neethumol 

George. I would 
like to take this 
opportunity to 
express my 
sincere gratitude 
to Federal bank 
and Federal Skill 
Academy for 
giving me the 
opportunity to 
learn three 
months Tally 
course with Soft 
Skills Training. My 
dream was to get 
a good job in a 
reputed company. 
FSA supported me 
to get job in EXL 
Services, Info 
park. It really 
helped for my 
personal 
development and 
career growth 
and presently I 
work from home 
with good salary.  
Thanks again to 
FSA for giving me 
this wonderful 
opportunity.



 

 

 

A
K

A
SH

 S
H

IN
G

A
R

E •Akash is living in 
Rendal a small 
village near 
Kolhapur. His 
father is a tailor 
with Rs. 60000/-
annual Income. His 
mother is a 
housewife. Also he 
has a brother. 
Akash has 
completed his ITI 
in machinist trade 
successfully and 
was searching for a 
job. He came to 
know about 
Federal Skill 
Academy through 
his HOD and joined 
CNC Machine 
operator cum 
programmer 
course. He was an 
enthusiastic 
student, actively 
participating in all 
the skilling 
activities and 
always maintained 
a professional 
attitude 
throughout the 
training period. He 
was placed in Usha 
Industries, MIDC, 
Shiroli with 
starting salary of 
Rs. 8500/- per 
month. Now he is 
earning Rs. 
10000/- per 
month. Now he 
has confidence to 
stand on his own 
feet and support 
his family. He has 
wider vision for 
future. 

B
H

A
K

TI
 S

H
IN

D
E •Bhakti is living in 

Temblaiwadi a small 
village near 
Kolhapur. Her 
father is a farmer 
with Rs. 75000/-
annual financial 
earnings. Her 
mother is a 
housewife. Also she 
has two sisters and 
a brother. Bhakti 
has completed her 
Diploma in ENTC 
successfully and 
was searching for a 
job. She was an 
enthusiastic 
student, actively 
participating in all 
the skilling activities 
and always 
maintained a 
professional 
attitude throughout 
the training period. 
She was placed in 
Success Technical 
Training Center, 
Kolhapur with 
starting salary of Rs. 
8000/- per month. 
Now she is earning 
Rs. 10000/- per 
month.

P
R

A
V

IN
 J

U
G

A
L

•Pravin is living in 
Kameri a small 
village in Sangli 
District. His father 
is a MIDC wprker 
with Rs. 50000/-
annual financial 
earnings. His 
mother is a 
housewife. Pravin 
has completed his 
ITI in machinist 
trade successfully 
and was searching 
for a job. He came 
to know about 
Federal Skill 
Academy through 
his friend and 
joined CNC 
Machine operator 
cum programmer 
course. He was an 
enthusiastic 
student, actively 
participating in all 
the academic 
activities and 
always maintained 
a professional 
attitude 
throughout the 
training period. He 
was placed in 
Prabha 
Engineering, 
MIDC, Shiroli with 
starting salary of 
Rs. 7000/- per 
month. Now he is 
earning Rs. 
15000/- per 
month.



 

 

 

 

R
A

K
SH

A
N

TA
 K

A
M

B
LE •Rakshanta is living 

in Danoli a small 
village in Kolhapur 
District. Her father 
is a farmer with Rs. 
40000/- annual 
financial earnings. 
Her mother is a 
housewife. 
Rakshanta has 
completed her B 
.Sc. was searching 
for a job. 
Rakshanta is living 
in Danoli a small 
village in Kolhapur 
District. Her father 
is a farmer with Rs. 
40000/- annual 
financial earnings. 
Her mother is a 
housewife. 
Rakshanta has 
completed her B 
.Sc. was searching 
for a job. 

SA
H

IL
 M

U
LL

A •Sahil is living in 
Kameri a small 
village in Sangli. His 
father is a farmer 
with Rs. 40000/-
annual financial 
earnings. His 
mother is a 
housewife. Sahil has 
completed his ITI in 
turner trade 
successfully and 
was searching for a 
job. He came to 
know about Federal 
Skill Academy 
through his friend 
and joined 
Draughtsman 
Mechanical course. 
He was an 
enthusiastic 
student, actively 
participating in all 
the academic 
activities and 
always maintained 
a professional 
attitude throughout 
the training period. 
He was placed in 
Kunal Agrotech Pvt. 
Ltd., MIDC, Shiroli 
with starting salary 
of Rs. 8000/- per 
month. Now he is 
earning Rs. 14000/-
per month.

M
A

N
IS

H
 P

A
TI

L •Manish is living in 
Kolhapur. His 
father is a daily 
wage worker with 
Rs. 90000/- annual 
financial earnings. 
His mother is a 
housewife. Also he 
has a brother. 
Manish has 
completed his B. 
Sc. successfully 
and was searching 
for a job. He was 
an enthusiastic 
student, actively 
participating in all 
the academic 
activities and 
always maintained 
a professional 
attitude 
throughout the 
training period. 
After completion 
of course he was 
placed in SLK 
Global BPO, 
Kolhapur and 
started earning Rs. 
10000/- per 
month. Now his 
salary is Rs. 
18000/- per 
month.









 

 

 

IMPACT STUDY REPORT ON COVID WARDEN TRAINEE PROJECT 
 

A dedicated program to monitor and control the spread of COVID -19  
 

 A special project of Federal Bank under its CSR Initiative. 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) does not have a universally accepted definition. The 

core of the concept however, is structured around the belief that businesses have a 

responsibility towards society and the people from whom they derive their success.  

For Federal Bank, Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has been an inherent and inbuilt 

element of its culture from the day the bank was founded. Federal Bank designed the COVID 

WARDEN Trainee, a dedicated programme for COVID-19 with the dual benefit of providing 

temporary job opportunities for those who lost their job due to COVID-19 as well as to 

manage crowds, gauge the temperature, issue masks and provide sanitisers to the public 

visiting Banks and public institutions. 

Scope:   

The scope includes identifying and shortlisting the youth who lost their jobs due to  

COVID -19 and skilling them with the necessary skillsets to polish their behaviour, etiquette, 

people relations, team skills and Covid protocols and their relevance and importance in the 

current scenario. The shortlisted trainees were skilled on the following: 

 Communication  

 Etiquette and Manners 

 Customer relations and People skills  

 Self –awareness and Team skills  

 Covid Protocols and Basic Health and First aid  

Project Summary: 

572 Trainees (male/ female) were shortlisted, skilled and deployed across various locations in 

Kerala and Tamil Nadu. The skilling was completed during August 2021 and the skilled Covid 

Wardens Trainees were deployed on 1st September 2021.  454 Trainees were deployed at 

Federal Bank branches and 118 trainees in various government institutions in four districts as 

per the allocation by the District Disaster Management Authority Officials.  

All the selected COVID WARDEN trainees were provided with uniforms with the Federal bank 

logo. 

 

 

https://www.investindia.gov.in/corporate-social-responsibility


 

The Profile of candidates selected as the Trainee COVID Warden: 

1. People who faced job losses due to COVID pandemic. 

2. Candidates not getting jobs due to lack of opportunities consequent to the pandemic. 

3. Women facing financial issues due to death or job loss of earning member in their 

family due to COVID 19. 

Job Responsibilities of the Trainee COVID Warden deployed in Banks: 

1. Crowd Management. 

2. Check the body temperature of the customers entering the bank. 

3. Provide sanitisers to the customers. 

4. Data capturing of the customers entering the bank. 

5. Providing support to the bank staff in the documentation of COVID protocol 

management.  

Job Responsibilities of the Trainee COVID Warden under DDMA: 

1. The COVID Wardens were deployed in the health centres of Corporations, 

Municipalities and Panchayats. 

2. Identifying and mapping the positive cases and finding/adding their 

primary/secondary contacts. 

3.  To improve the contact tracing traction in COVID 19 Jaagaratha Portal. 

4. Support to issue the Quarantine release certificates to the primary contacts of positive 

patients. 

5. Support to map COVID positive patients and direct them to the assigned Asha 

Workers who would be monitoring the patients according to their area. 

6. Providing proper instructions and guidance to international travelers arriving in Kerala 

on quarantine and testing norms. 

7. Report submission to the Medical officers of the respective centres.  

8. Providing support during various vaccination camps organised by the Health 

Department and data entry process.  

9. COVID Vaccination and Palliative Vaccination registration support and record keeping. 

10. Despatch of MIS report updates to District Medical Officers (DMOs) 



 

 

Impact Assessment: 

COVID 19 has been the worst pandemic of the century that has affected normal living 

conditions. The lock-down hit the economy badly and people were affected badly by job 

losses. People between the ages of 15 and 39 were most impacted by the coronavirus (COVID-

19) lockdown in India between April and July 2020, in terms of job loss. Those between 25 

and 29 years old alone accounted for about 46 percent of all job losses.  

In this critical scenario, the “COVID Warden Trainee” Project implemented by Federal Bank 

was a blessing and a relief for the people who lost their jobs/confronted lack of job 

opportunities due to the pandemic. This Federal Bank’s CSR initiative implemented by SB 

Global Educational Resources Pvt Ltd has succeeded in providing a temporary job support to 

572 people, out of which 40% were women. It provided financial relief through temporary 

employment. It further facilitated prevention of COVID spread by providing support service 

on the following by the COVID WARDEN Trainees.  

 Crowd Management 

 Ensuring that the people who visit public institutions were adhering to COVID -19 

protocol. 

 Education and awareness creation on the necessity of following COVID -19 protocol 

amongst those who visit the public institutions. 

 Identifying and mapping the positive cases and finding/adding their 

primary/secondary contacts- which helped the health department take necessary 

corrective action, as data capturing and data management were critical in controlling 

the spread. 

 Support to map COVID positive patients and direct them to the assigned Asha 

Workers who would be monitoring the patients in their area – which again 

contributed to control of spread. 

 Providing proper instructions and guidance to the international travellers arriving in 

Kerala on quarantine and testing norms to ensure proper implementation of COVID -

19 protocol. 

 Providing support at various vaccination camps organised by the Health Department 

and data entry process.  

 COVID Vaccination and Palliative Vaccination registration support and record keeping. 

All the above activities were implemented without a burden on the public funds as the 

initiative was supported under Federal Bank CSR. 

 



 

ECONOMIC IMPACT: 

Summary of Average family monthly Income of COVID WARDEN Trainees district wise.  

Sl. No. DISTRICT 

Average 

Monthly 

Income 

(Before)in 

Rs. 

Average 

Monthly 

Income 

(After)in 

Rs. 

Average 

Increase in 

Rs. 

Percentage of 

Income Increase 

1 Trivandrum 10400 23560 13160 126.53 

2 Ernakulum 11066 25466 14400 130.12 

3 Alappuzha 8813 22146 13333 151.28 

4 Kollam 8233 19333 11100 134.82 

5 Thrissur 10500 23087 12587 119.87 

6 Kasargode 8667 22733 14066 162.29 

7 Kannur 11125 20338 9213 82.81 

8 Wayanad 10300 20400 10100 98.05 

9 Kozhikode 9733 16933 7200 73.97 

10 Malappuram 5000 19000 14000 280 

11 Palakkad 6000 19400 13400 223.33 

12 Mahe 10000 24400 14400 144 

13 Kottayam 13444 20578 7134 53 

14 Idukki 14000 21317 7317 52.24 

15 Pathanamthitta 8800 20000 11200 127 

16 Coimbatore 16000 24500 8500 53.125 

17 Madurai 8000 14400 6400 80 

18 Vellore 7000 16000 9000 128.57 

 Total 177081 373591 196510 110.97 

 

 Most of the Trainees working as COVID Wardens have more than 4 members in their family.  

 The trainees had two or more working members in their family before the Pandemic but 

after the pandemic most of them lost jobs and the working members were reduced to one 

or nil. 

 

 



 

 

 

Ms. Kavitha M COVID warden Trainees of MUTHUTHALA Gram Panchayat, Palakkad under 

DDMA received special appréciation / trophies from the Panchayath for her contributions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Mr. Sameer Ali Trainee COVID Warden @ Edavana CHC(Palakkad) working as Data entry 

operator has received an appreciation certificate from Medical Official and Edavana 

Panchayat for his contribution in implementing COVID -19 management protocol. 



 

 

Testimonials by COVID Wardens Trainees: 

Trainees Deployed under DDMA: 

 



 

 



 



 

 

 

 



Trainees Deployed in the Federal Bank Branches: 

 



 



 



 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Conclusion: 

It is clear that the COVID WARDEN TRAINEE - CSR initiative of Federal Bank made a difference 

in the life of many deserving people, albeit in the short term. It endorsed the image and 

reputation of the bank as a very responsible corporate that acts immediately during times of 

crisis.  It ensured that some of the gains made by the Bank was meaningfully invested for 

social causes during the pandemic.  This again proves that the Federal Bank’s intention was 

not only to meet a statutory obligation but also to create projects in the community that have 

a sustained impact and are aligned to their values. 
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